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WORKSHOP RESULTS

IFF Support in the future

IFF Support  Direction IFF Focus Project participation

Group 1 IFF can help by creating awarness Help to participate in the Major Events Help on development the rules

AUS/JPN/NED/RUS Help to bridging the gaps to the more developed nations Making the sport bigger More information in other languages

4 countries We need the information to reach the next level Strengthening the existing countries Use Events to support the Sport - Letter of recommendation 

Making the sport well know No referees to be found close by Seek next development stage

Group 2 Olympic Games 2024, 80 members and 500.000 members Create a best practice models platform All associations have their own problems

CZE, FIN,DEN, GER Using a mentoring system, coordinated by the IFF Getting in to Schools -How is still open?

4 countries Create a two day workshop

Group 3 Two Development is divided in two parts The Vision to become an Olympic Sport - treat it as a vision Provide specialists; coaches, referees and secretary generals

NOR, SWE, SUI Seeking for new member associations Put focus on the WFC results to equal the results Identify the 6-8 nations to lift to the second level.

3 countries Increase the Core Nations to ten-twelwe countries We need to help each other - provide information

We need money - you can't do anything without money

Group 4 Development and Marketing Common platform for internet-TV Hosting of events - there is interest

AUT/CAN/SIN/SVK/SLO Following up the development education - high level courses Participation in multi-sport events, even regional Organising Development Events

5 countries Help to bring up the level of sport in the country Establish global sponsorship database Educational and marketing experience - Each one teach one

Name of Floorball shall be used nationally Question about the Material sponsors for the IFF Events

Create a generic statistical system Help establish the Global brand

Group 5 Most local problems are the same as IFF's global problems More localised support in the education Organising events - this is needed

BLR; IRI, ESP, TUR IFF Sponsors can be told to participate in local sponsoring More coaching education is needed We organise the Event for us

4 countries Support for local recognition process - visit Medditerrean Games Spain can be a door to South America


